
Roofing and cladding
• Facade installation to all elevations is close to 

completion
• Glazed shop front panel installation commenced 

to level 5 urban room
• Kingspan installation to the underside of Nobby’s 

extension near completion
• Sandstone installation to facade under Nobby’s 

extension almost completed
• Wall cladding to level 9 plant room has 

commenced

Services
• Power connection to substation completed
• Escalators between levels 1 and 2 fixed in place

University House
• Cut through of University House across three 

floors for connection of the pedestrian bridge 
commenced

• Column stiffening and slab demolition ongoing
• Basement slab drainage works ongoing

Internal fit-out
• Wall and ceiling installation over three-quarters 

completed
• Level 4 workspace construction prototype 

completed
• Vanity units installed to bathrooms
• Lift lobby sheeting ongoing

NOVEMBER 2016

PROJECT UPDATE
The iconic building that will be the new central hub for UON’s city campus is progressing well and will be 
ready for the start of semester two 2017. Construction progress in November includes:

November Key Updates

Nov Total
Hours Worked 22 476 280 812
Lost Time Injuries 0 0

94% of all waste removed from site was recycled

View the progress at newcastle.edu.au/newspace



Workspace neighbourhood – 
the construction prototype

Representatives from the Faculty of Business and Law were recently invited 
to visit the construction prototype of a workspace neighbourhood within NeW 
Space. The construction prototype comprises 10 workspaces, an office and 
a quiet room. The opportunity gave faculty staff the chance to see firsthand 
the workspaces within the setting of NeW Space – all be it still a construction 
site.  Overall, staff found the quality and design of the spaces favourable, with 
many impressed by the natural light and the availability of personal storage.
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A NeW Space to learn, inspire and support

In addition to the quality of our teaching and the student support services, the 
spaces in which our students will learn has a lasting impact on how they perform 
and their overall learning experience. 

All spaces within NeW Space have been designed with the principle that any place 
where students can connect, catch up or collaborate is a potential learning space.

Most of the teaching spaces will be constructed as Technology Enhanced Active 
Learning (TEAL) environments, which allow students to engage in facilitated 
discussions, simulations and collaborative learning. 

The teaching spaces within the building will accommodate between 30 to 110 
students each. The table below summarises the teaching spaces, their capacity 
and their location within NeW Space.
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Lectorial Theatre 112
Immersive Theatre 90
Interactive Theatre 70
Moot Court 30
Large Studio TEAL 70 70
Large Collaborative TEAL 72
Studio TEAL 35
Collaborative TEAL 36 36
Flexi TEAL 40 40 40
Nesting TEAL 35 35 35 35
Booth TEAL 30 30
Mock Boardroom 15
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The changing skyline

Marking another significant milestone for the project, the tower crane overlooking NeW Space was removed 
on Tuesday 13 December. Named Usain by Olivia Cross after winning a ‘Name the Crane’ competition in 
October 2015, the tower crane has been an integral piece of equipment to the project since being eracted 
in September 2015.

The majority of the overhead work is now compete and the building is moving ever closer to being sealed 
from the elements. This also means that crane driver, Wally Lindsay, will no longer have to walk  200+ steps 
to get to his office – the best in the City for the past 14 months.


